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BOOKS/LIVRES


*Canadian Union Movement in the 1980s: Perspectives from Union Leaders*. Ed. Pradeep Kumar and Dennis Ryan, Kingston: Industrial Relations Centre, Queen’s University, 1988.


MacDonald, Donald C. The Happy Warrior: Political Memoirs. Markham: Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1988. [memoirs of the former leader of the NDP in Ontario].


Cannings, Kathy. "Managerial Promotion: The Effects of Socialization, Specialization, and Gender." _Industrial and Labor Relations Review_, 42, 1 (October 1988), pp. 77-88. [based on a survey of large Canadian corporations.]


Conway, J.F. "Labour Confronts a Giant." _Briarpatch_, 17, 6 (July/August 1988), pp. 7-8. [struggle of Saskatchewan-based Retail, Wholesale, and Department Store Union against Canada Safeway].


BIBLIOGRAPHY


___, “The Labour Law Factor.” Canadian Labour, 33, 2 (Spring 1988), pp. 18-20, 36. [effect free trade will have on the legislative gains made by the Canadian labour movement].


Pugh, Terry. “Nurses Win Health-Care Victory.” Briarpatch, 17, 9 (November 1988), pp. 4-5. [Saskatchewan nurses’ strike].


---


---


---


Wells, Don. "'Teamwork' and the New Industrial Relations." Canadian Dimension, 22, 1 (February 1988), pp. 33-36. [critique of participatory management].


Whelton, Kevin. "Down the Long Road Ahead." New Maritimes, 6, 9 (May 1988), pp. 10-12. [report of the task force on woodworking conditions in New Brunswick].


Yandle, Sharon. "If Then Were Now, They Wouldn't Have a Union." Legal Perspectives, 12, 5 (May 1988), pp. 9-11.


**Theses**


Tillotson, Shirley M. *Canadian Telegraphers, 1900-1930: A Case Study in Gender and Skill Hierarchies*. M.A. thesis, Queen’s University, 1988.
